






































?Howard, you cannot teach part of social
policy??????whole ?????????
???????????????It was this
insistence on seeking out common principles,
concepts and tools you could apply across areas
like social security, education, housing, health
and care that marks Richard out and made the
subject what it is. He drew on sociology, histo-
ry, philosophy, anthropology, epidemiology, and
economics. His lack of formal academic train-
ing made these boundaries seem irrelevant.
































?It has been one of the more interesting charac-
teristics of the English in recent years to
employ idealistic terms to describe certain
branches of public policy. The motives are no
doubt well-intentioned; the terms so used
express, in civilized phrases, the collective aspi-
rations of those who aim to better the human
condition. It is necessary to remember, howev-
er, that this practice can have unfortunate con-
sequences.??Commitment to Welfare, London,
Allen & Unwin, ????, p.????????????
????????????Social Policy Associ-
ation????????Social Policy?????
???The Student Companion to Social Policy?
?Oxford, Blackwell, ???????????????
??????????????????IV.??




??Marginal and Residual Service????
????In principle the personal social services
might become involved in almost any aspect of
our lives from birth to death; in practice most
people, even those with substantial social
needs, will go through life with little or no con-
tact with their local social services authority.?
?This is because a key characteristics that
marks out the public personal social services
and makes them essentially different to the edu-
cation or the health services, for example, is
that they provide or are responsible for only a
small part of personal social care in our
society.??This is not necessarily to say that the
others either want help or are not getting it, but
simply to emphasize that the public social ser-
vices provide only a fraction of the social care
needed or given. Most social care is provided by
the family and, to a lesser extent, by friends and
neighbours. Much of the most intensive caring,


















?????????????A History of Fre-
quent Reorganizations but Steady Growth??
???? ????????????????
?The British local authority social services have
been subject to frequent and radical reorganiza-
tions. This does not reflect a high political pro-
file and public interest but rather that users of
social services are a transient sample of the
poorest and least powerful and that politicians
feel relatively free to impose new structures or
models of working which reflect their particular







































































?Whenever possible, care should be encouraged
in people's own homes, or or in foster homes,
and that support should family- and community-
based. Similarly, the principle of prevention,
particularly in social work with children and
their families?e.g. prevent the need for chil-
dren to come into local authority care?, is to




























????????The publicly funded personal
social services consume only slightly more than
? percent of the national product. At any one
time they impinge little on the lives of the vast
majority of the population. Yet they are utterly
relevant to the lives of the poorest and most dis-
advantaged in our society: vulnerable children,




















Prime Minister's Office ?Office of Public Ser-
vices Reform???????Reform?Princi-







???????Personal Social Services ?Cus-
tomer first???????????????
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